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. Summary

Forestimating the population total in multiple frame surveys. Hartley [1], [3]
considered the optimum values of'/?' and the sample sizes. The departures in
these optimum values are likely to vitiate the optimum nature of Hartley's
estimator. In this paper the effect of such departures on the efficiency of the
estimator has been investigated The Hartley's estimatorappears to be fairly
robust with respect to moderate departures in Ihe values of 'p' but it is not so
with departures in optimality of sample sizes.
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1. Introduction

Hartley [I], [3] formulated the problem of estimating population total
of a character through multiple frame surveys approach. In multiple
frame survey situations, more than one frames are available, normally
with a larger frame in which sampling is costly and with other smaller
frames for cheaper sampling methods. These frames are usually overlap
ping such that all the frames taken together cover the entire population.
Instances of multiple frames are quite common in many sample survey
situations. For example, for estimating the milk production the frame of
all milk producing households may be taken as the larger frame while a
list ofcommercial milk producers as the smaller frame. Evidently sampl
ing from the former frame is costlier than the latter.

In multiple frame situations, the population isconsidered to be divided
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into a number of domains depending upon the overlap of various frames.
In a two frame situation with frames A and B, three domains emerge as
domain (a), (b) and (ah), having respectively set of units belonging to
frame A onJy, B only and to both the frames A and B. Hartley proposed
an estimator for the population total based on independent samples from
the two frames. His approach consists of estimating the domain totals
separately. For the common domain (ab), the domains total is-estimated
by pooling its independent estimators based on the two samples with
weights p and I — p.

In Hartley's approach the sample sizes and the weight p are optimized.
These optima consisted of several parametric values, some of which are
seldom known in actual practice. It is generally assumed that some
knowledge about these parametric values is available through pilot surveys
or other alternative sources. When approximate values of these para'meters
are used, the optimality of the estimator is likely to be vitiated. In this
paper, the effect of departures in the optimum values on the efficiency of
estimator is investigated. Hartley's estimation procedure is briefly describ
ed in the next section.

2. Robustness of the Hartley's Estimator

Consider two independent simple random samples from frames A and
B. The populations are assumed to be large enough, so that finite popu
lation corrections are ignored. Defining the following notations :

Items Frame Domains

A B (a) ib) (.ab)

Population size Na Nb Na Ni Nai

Sample size - "a "b na lb "061 "60

Sample mean ^A Va yta

Cost of sampling units Ca Cb — —

Population variances —
- "I "1

where j'oi, and y^a are sample means based on nob and units belonging
to domain (ab) and coming from frames A and B respectively. Further
defining,

Na, o Nai
« = -jST-, P - p = and = •'a

•Na
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Hartley's [1] estimator is given by

Yh = Naya-\-Nab{p5'ah + qha) + (1)

- _ Nl
V{Yh)

n

"^40

N,

"Bo

N„

•a l.

<lg(l - «) +
="'4
-k.4

+
n

+

(2)
the optimum"/?' was obtained subject to'a linear cost function of the form

\

C='c^n^ +Cgti^ (3)

where C is the total cost and > Cg.
A special case of 100% coverage by the frame Acommonly met in

practice leads to JVs = 0 and 3 = 1. In this case theoptimum '/>' {po, say)
is given by

-2 - <^(1 - «)
(P - a)

Also the optimum sample sizes

are as follows :

(4)

(5)

(6)

With Ko determined to meet the budget cost C given by

C= C•A "Ae + (7)

When some ofthe population parameters required for optimum n^,
and '/>' are not known, their close guessed values are commonly used.
One situation may be when all the three values are arbitrary. Alternat
ively formula (4), (5) and (6) may be used with guess values of the un
known parameters. It is seen that p^, itA^ and nsa are function of a;

that a, C^, and Care known whereas and
abare not known, with and a'2 as their guessed values let p', n'̂ and 4

be the values, of p, and as obtained from (4), (5) and (6) respect
ively. In the situation when p, and are arbitrary guessed values,
denote them by p', n' and «| respectively. Let V(Yb) as given in (2),
be denoted by V{n^, rig, p). Denote this variance with V(.n^^, p^),
VCfA'K' P') and V^% ns, p") for the values of n^, p) as (r^^, p^),
("'a> p') and (« '̂ P") respectively. The percentage relative departure
in variance corresponding to the two situations, when («j, n'̂ , p') and
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p") are used, may be given as

and

/)** =

Vin'A, n's, p) _ j
- "fio'-Po)

V{n"A, njj,p")

These expressions are simplified as follows :

- 1

X 100

X 100

373

(8)

(9)

Calculation of i "

When and are used as the guessed values for and n'̂ and %
are given by '

Af

-t-. /•'""'i
B ^ '"S

where K', is determined to meet the cost

c = c^«;+c^«;

Therefore,

V(n^, Tljj, P ) Kq Gai

ab

•(^2 + aA'̂ ") + aA' (g, - A'y
"bo'Po) K' [_ A'(p?i + a(^2 - ^i))

where

and

A' = and /?o = (< 0
/'O <'2

(10)

(11)

(12)

= '/"^(l —«). ^2 = V^P —a .

From (7) and (12) we get

CdnAo +

On substituting the values of and and after a little simpli
fication, we get

Ko ca, . pX% + aa,- X%,)
(13)
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Thus,

p'l + «(?»- m + (^2 -
nn^a'"Bo'Po) A'[p^, + « a, -

Therefore, D* as defined in (8), simplified to

n* _ (^1^2 + « '̂) - m + «) ^ ,nn
A' [(p - a) 5, + ay^

- vlOTH^y^ ^

or

(14)

Culculation of D**

It is clear that,

F(«l,Ub, p") _ rjr^ [<^ (1 - a) + aA"^ Hill] + (1 - A* ^
nn^o- "Bo' /'o) '•o [.^> (1 - «) + «

where

A"-^ r "a r - "A — —, Yg —

«^o • "bo

and

"flo _ *fCA ql
r„ =
° n^Q V [a^ (1 - a) + o.pl (J|j]

After little simplification reduces to

/•q =
<1.. - ^i)

5.

r^. r„ and /•„ are evidently related as follows :

(1 - r^) P
''b = 1 +

sifr^
obtained,
Thus if is assigned values less than unity the corresponding can be
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Now

r rjr^ (Ki (^1 + «A-') +
D** = - 1

375

X 100

X 100

(15)

r Ul. - ^i) (^1 + + «(^2
- 1

It is, seen that the expression of D* and D**" are considerably simplified
for different values of <f>, p, A', A", and a. The values of D* and D** have
been presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Table 1 indicates the^ relat
ive departure in the variance' when close guessed values of and are

TABLE 1-PERCENTAGE RELATIVE DEPARTURE OF V(n'̂ ,nyp')
FROM y(,nAo, nso, Po)

Forp-i = 0.1 '

<f>-' a 0.25 0.75 0.9

1/4 .5 20.7 0.8 0.1

.7 32.2 L2 0.1

\

.95 54.6 2.0 0.3

1 ,5 34.2 1.3 0.2

.7 46.8, 1.7 0.2

.95 54.6 2.0 , 0.3

4 .5 .48.5 1.8 0.2

> .7 55.8 2.0 0.3

.95 43.5 1.6 0.2

used in formulae (4), (5) and (6). Table 2 provides the corresponding
departure when arbitrary guessed values of p, and are used. In these
tables reasonable values of <j>, p, a, A' and A" are considered. The values
of <^-1 = oya| are chosen to lie between 1/4 and 4 in order to cover
differential variabilities ^in the.domains ,(a6) and (a). The values of a and
P ' = '̂ bI^a taken to be.less than unity as a. is a, proportion and the
frame A is assumed to be costlier than the frame 5. The values of A' and
A" are also taken less than unity just for convenience. The corresponding
values of D* for A' more than jinity may be obtained from Table 1, using
(14). It is evident that when = n^, D*- reduces toZ)*. Therefore, for a
reasonable value pf r^, it is of interest to examirie the ratio for
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TABLE 2—PERCENTAGE RELATIVE DEPARTURE OF V(,nl,nB.P")
FROM V(,nAo,nBo,Po)

For = 0.1

'a 0.5 0.7 0.9

"/x" .25 .75 .9 .25 .75 .9 .25 .75 .9

1/4 .5 81.6 85.6 87.8 ,31.0 33.3 34.7 5.5 5.7 6.4

.7 1Q.(, 75.7. 77.9 23.3 27.6 28.9 4.7 3.8 4.3

.95 41.5 44.2 46.2 13.3 13.4 14.4 3.6 1.4 1.5

.5 68.6 71.7 73.4 24.3 25.6 26.6 4.2 3.4 3.8

1 .7 54.4 57.4 59.4 18.1 18,8 19.9 3.7 2.1 2.3

.95 26.3 27.4 28.7 8.2 7.7 8.2 2.5 0.8 0.8

.5 52.2 54.1 55.4 .17.1 17.5 18.2 3-0 2.0 2.1

.7 37.4 39.0 40.3 11.7 11.6 12.2 2.7 1.2 1.2

4 .95 15.2 15.6 16.3 4.7 4.2 4.4 1.6 0.4 0.4

different values of p, a and A'. From formulae (5), (10) and (B) it is
seen that n'Jn^^ simplifies to

n'A 0^ + 1,^2

These values were calculated and were found to be less than unity for
different p, a and A' considered here. Therefore, the values of in
Table 2 have been chosen less than unity.'

FromTable 1, it is seen that when sample sizes and are obtained
from the formulae (5) and (6) the estimator Yh is fairly robust in respect
to moderate departures in po. However, from Table 2, it is apparent that
when the sample sizes n^, are chosen arbitrarily, the estimator is not
always robust with respect to departure inpo, particularly when issmall
suchas 0 5. It is also seen from Table 1 that D* which is zero for a = 1,
by and large goes on increasing as a increases from 0.5 to 0.95. Thus a
sharp decline in the value of D* is expected for a larger than .95.

A graphical representation (Figure 1) of D* and Z)** is also presented
for = 0.7, = 1/4. 1,4, p;! = .1, .4, a = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8. 0.95
and A', A" = (say. A) = .25, .5, .75, .9. It is seen that with increase in A
D* decreases while D** increases. For larger values of A, D* is smaller
than D** while for smaller Asuchas 0.5 and below, is usually smaller
than £)*. This indicates that if o^^and are expected to beclose enough
to and respectively resulting in values of Acloser to unity. For

= .9, D** is fairly sniall for all values ofA.. For = .7 and .5, £>** i§
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